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Abstrat.
In the window approah to quasirystals, the atomi position spae E‖ is
embedded into a spae En = E‖ + E⊥. Windows are attahed to points of
a lattie Λ ∈ En . For standard 5fold and iosahedral tiling models, the
windows are perpendiular projetions of dual Voronoi and Delone ells from
Λ. Their uts by the position spae E‖ mark tiles and atomi positions. In
the alternative overing approah, the position spae is overed by overlap-
ping opies of a quasi-unit ell whih arries a xed atomi onguration.
The overing and window approah to quasirystals are shown to be dual
projets: D- and V - lusters are dened as projetions to position spae E‖
of Delone or Voronoi ells. Deagonal V -lusters in the Penrose tiling, related
to the deagon overing, and two types of pentagonal D-lusters in the tri-
angle tiling of 5fold point symmetry with their windows are analyzed. They
are linked, over position spae and have denite windows. For funtions
ompatible with the tilings they form domains of denition. For iosahe-
dral tilings the V -lusters are Kepler triaontahedra, the D-lusters are two
iosahedra and one dodeahedron.
1 Introdution: Windows versus overings.
The standard approah for quasirystal struture uses the projet of atomi
windows: These are polytopes with enters loated at points of the unit ell
from a lattie Λ in an embedding spae En = E‖ + E⊥ . Atoms are then
loated on position spae E‖ by parallel uts through the windows, ompare
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Katz and Gratias [8, 9℄ for iosahedral examples. The alternative projet of
overings in quasirystals was introdued by Gummelt [6℄, based on earlier
onepts due to Burkov [3℄ and Conway [4℄. The Penrose tiling was inter-
preted in [6℄ as a system of deagonal overing lusters with overlaps. These
lusters were related to the onept of a quasi-unit ell by Jeong, Steinhardt
et al. [16, 17, 18℄. The full quasirystal struture is then omposed from
overlapping atomi ongurations on opies of the quasi-unit ell. Moreover,
Steinhardt et al. interpret these atomi ongurations from the point of view
of loal energy. This interpretation takes up earlier work by Janot [7℄. For a
omment we refer to Urban [19℄.
What is the relation of the projets of overings and windows to one another?
What are the overing lusters and links for a given tiling? What is the
meaning of a (quasi-) unit ell of a quasirystal whose points, in ontrast to
rystals, are not related by the ation of a translation group? In the present
paper we try to answer these struture questions. We onfront both projets
from the point of view of an embedding spae, a lattie, its Voronoi ells V ,
its dual Delone ells Da, Db, . . . [5℄, and orresponding tilings. The Voronoi
and Delone ells of the lattie in the embedding spae are the basis for a
set of anonial tilings [10℄: The windows for these tilings are perpendiular
projetions of Voronoi or Delone ells.
We shall show that windows and overings are dual projets. We dene
and analyze lusters as projetions to position spae of Delone or Voronoi
ells Da‖ , D
b
‖, . . . or V‖. We term them D-lusters or V -lusters respetively.
We determine domains of denition for funtions on quasiperiodi tilings
and show that they an be related to sets of V -lusters or D-lusters. These
onepts are introdued and illuminated in setion 2 with the Fibonai tiling,
projeted from the square lattie, and in setion 3 with a tiling projeted
from the lattie A2. In setion 4 we determine for the Penrose-Robinson
tiling, projeted from the lattie A4 [2℄, its V-lusters and obtain the deagon
overing of Gummelt [6℄. In setion 5 we onstrut for the triangle tiling,
dually projeted from the lattie A4 [2℄, two pentagonal D
a, Db-lusters and
the overing. In setion 6 we sketh the lusters for dual iosahedral tilings.
The V -lusters from the primitive and F -lattie are Kepler triaontahedra,
the three D-lusters from the F -lattie are iosahedra or dodeahedra.
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2 Clusters from Delone ells in the Fibonai
tiling.
Fibonai tiling and klotz onstrution.
Consider the Fibonai tiling onstruted from the square lattie Λ of edge
length s in E2 by duality [11℄. Its Voronoi ells V (q) are squares entered
at all lattie points q. Its dual Delone ells D are squares entered at all
verties of the Voronoi ells. All Delone ells belong to a single translation
orbit. A 2D fundamental domain F in E2 under the ation of Λ is provided
by a single Voronoi ell V or, equivalently, by a single Delone ell D. The 1-
boundaries P of a Voronoi ell are its four edge lines. The dual 1-boundaries
P ∗ of a Delone ell are its four edge lines. Pairs P , P ∗ of dual 1-boundaries
interset in midpoints of the edges of the squares. Dene the deomposition
E2 = E‖+E⊥ in the usual fashion: x‖ runs, w.r.t. to a densest lattie plane
of Λ along a line of slope τ−1, τ = (1 +
√
5)/2 respetively . The klotz on-
strution [13℄ for the Fibonai tiling [11℄ arises as follows: For eah interset-
ing pair P , P ∗, form at its intersetion point the onvex klotz ells P⊥⊕P ∗‖ .
The two klotz ells (A,B), see Fig.1, are two squares (A,B) of edge length
|L| = τ |S|, |S| = s/√τ + 2 respetively, with boundaries perpendiular or
parallel to E‖. Any line with points x = x‖+c⊥, −∞ < x‖ <∞ intersets the
klotz onstrution in a Fibonai tiling T ∗ with the tiles (L := A‖, S := B‖).
A window for the full loal isomorphism lass of all tilings T ∗ may be taken
as a perpendiular interval of length |L| + |S| entered at a lattie point q.
This interval is the perpendiular projetion V⊥(q) of the Voronoi ell and
appears in the klotz onstrution at all positions of lattie points q.
Quasiperiodi funtions and fundamental domains.
Atomi densities or eletroni potentials in quasirystals require funtional
analysis on the position spae. We reall the following relations on En:
Under the geometri group ation of q ∈ Λ, x, x′ ∈ En, (q, x) → x′ = x + q,
a fundamental domain is a subset F ∈ En whih has exatly one point from
eah translation orbit. The geometri group ation yields for funtions f on
En the group operators Tq : f(x) → (Tqf)(x) := f(x − q). Suppose now
that f is periodi on En modulo Λ. We dene a fundamental domain for f
as a subset F ∈ En suh that any value of f on En − F is obtained by the
group ation. Clearly a fundamental domain for a periodi funtion f an
be identied with a fundamental domain for the geometri ation of Λ.
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1 Prop. Two klotz ells (A,B) form a fundamental domain F for funtions
f on E2 periodi modulo Λ.
Proof: The pairs of dual boundaries underlying the ells (A,B) are represen-
tatives of dierent translation orbits under Λ. The ells do not overlap and
together have the same volume as the Voronoi square.
V⊥
D‖
A
B
B
A
A′
B′x⊥
x‖
Fig. 1 The square lattie Λ of edge length s in E2 has Voronoi squares V (q),
entered at lattie points q (full squares), and Delone squares D, entered at
Voronoi verties (open irles). The lattie admits a periodi tiling into two
squares (A,B) of edge lengths |L| = τ |S|, |S|, alled klotz ells and shown
on the left-hand side. The edges of these squares run along diretions x‖
horizontal, x⊥ vertial of slope τ−1, τ with respet to a densest lattie line.
A pair (A,B) of two suh squares form a fundamental domain F for the
lattie. The intersetion of a parallel line with the two squares (A,B) forms
a Fibonai tiling T ∗ with tiles L = A‖, S = B‖. The window of the tiling
is V⊥(q) entered at lattie points q. Its size is indiated by a perpendiular
bar on the left-hand side. The Delone projetions D‖ to position spae E‖
entered at Voronoi verties (heavy lines at open irles) provide fundamental
domains for funtions ompatible with the Fibonai tiling. They bound
pairs A∪B and B ∪A from below and above. On parallel line setions they
give rise to D-lusters (LS) or (SL). A seond periodi tiling in E2 with
two retangles (A′, B′) is shown on the lower right-hand side (dashed lines).
Its intersetion with a horizontal line x = x‖ + c⊥, −∞ < x‖ < ∞, yields a
deated Fibonai tiling T ∗τ−1 with tiles (L′, S ′) of length saled by the fator
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τ−1. The union of the two tilings is shown in the middle part. In the parallel
subtiling from this union, any luster (LS), (SL) of T ∗ gets the symmetri
subdivision (L′S ′L′), and onseutive lusters are disjoint or linked by a tile
L′.
Quasiperiodi funtions on a parallel line setion are haraterized as follows:
Take a funtion f , dened by its values on the two ells (A,B) (or on any
other equivalent fundamental domain) F , and repeated on E2 modulo Λ.
The restrition of f to its values on a line x = x‖ + c⊥,−∞ < x‖ < ∞
gives rise to a quasiperiodi funtion on this line. The fundamental domain
for a quasiperiodi funtion that determines its value everywhere on the 1D
horizontal line is seen in the embedding spae E2 as a 2D fundamental domain
w.r.t. the ation of Λ.
Quasiperiodi funtions of this general type do not take the same values on
dierent passages of the line through A or through B, and so they are not
ompatible with the Fibonai tiling T ∗. The lass of quasiperiodi fun-
tions f ompatible with the tiling T ∗ on the line E‖ must have the following
restrited property, as disussed for example in [11℄: On eah of the two
hosen klotz ells (A,B), its values must be independent of x⊥. These values
by repetition under Λ generate on any parallel line setion a quasiperiodi
funtion whih takes the same values on eah passage through A or B. We
refer to Arnold [1℄ for a disussion of quasiperiodi funtions along similar
lines.
2 Def. Let the tiling T onsist of a minimal nite set 〈pi〉 ∈ E‖ of pro-
totiles pi and their translates appearing in T . A fundamental domain for a
quasiperiodi funtion f on E‖ ompatible with the tiling is a subset of points
x‖ ∈ E‖ whih ontains one and only one translate in T of any point from
any prototile. A fundamental domain with this property will be denoted
by F(T ,Λ). It depends on the tiling T , the lattie Λ, and the projetion
En = E‖+E⊥. The volume of the fundamental domain is |F(T ,Λ)| = ∑i |pi|.
For the Fibonai tiling we nd:
3 Prop. The fundamental domain F(T ∗,Λ) for any funtion f ompatible
with the Fibonai tiling T ∗ , an be taken as a line interval in E‖ of length
|L|+ |S|, onsisting of a short and a long interval of the tiling T ∗. The values
of f on the two intervals are then extended on eah klotz ell (A,B) to a 2D
funtion independent of x⊥. By repetition modulo Λ and intersetion with a
parallel line they give rise to a partiular quasiperiodi funtion.
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Linked D-Clusters.
The parallel projetions D‖ of the Delone squares are line setions of length
|L|+ |S|. These projetions appear in the klotz tiling at the Delone enters.
Eah one separates a pair (B,A) on top from a pair (A,B) of klotz ells at
the bottom. The boundary line itself we assign for uniqueness to the top pair
of klotz ells. If a horizontal intersetion line passes the top or bottom pair,
any one of the two uts provides a fundamental domain F(T ∗,Λ). Both the
(SL) and the (LS) ombination we term a D-luster.
4 Prop. The Fibonai tiling (T ∗, (L, S)) is equivalent to a hain of linked
D-lusters of type (LS), (SL). The lusters an be loally determined: Eah
one is equivalent to the parallel projetion D‖ of a Delone ell and forms a
fundamental domain F(T ∗,Λ). Conseutive lusters are disjoint or linked by
a tile S in the form (L(S)L).
Proof: Compare Fig.1. In the tiling T ∗ , form disjoint lusters from all
onseutive strings (LS) exept for the string (LSLLS). This string is inter-
preted with three lusters as (L(S)L)(LS), with the rst two lusters linked
by the tile S.
Symmetri subtiling and windows for D-lusters.
The D-lusters as parallel projetions D‖ arry the two alternative subtilings
(LS), (SL). We an remove this asymmetry by use of the deated sub-
tiling T ∗τ−1 . Its new retangular klotz ells (A′, B′) in E2 are shown with
dashed lines in the lower part of Fig.1. The deated tiles from parallel se-
tions are (L′, S ′) = τ−1(L, S). In the union of the original and deated
tiling, all projetions D‖ and hene all D-lusters get the symmetri subtil-
ing (LS), (SL)→ (L′S ′L′). From the point of view of the deated tiling, all
strings (L′L′) separate disjoint lusters, all strings (S ′L′S ′) mark onseutive
lusters linked by a tile L′. Note that the D-lusters are not fundamental do-
mains with repet to the deated tiling! So far we have not implemented the
ation of the point group, generated here by inversion, on funtions f . This
would require restriting their domain to the ounterpart of the asymmetri
unit in the terminology of periodi rystallography.
The deated tiling T ∗τ−1 allows us to determine the window for enters of D-
lusters: The enters orrespond to the midpoints of its tiles S ′. Therefore
their windows are the projetions B′⊥ of length |L| of the retangles B′,
entered at the verties of Voronoi ells in Fig. 1.
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3 V -Clusters in a tiling with the lattie A2.
The klotz onstrution uses the duality between Voronoi and Delone ells for
a single lattie. For illustration of duality we hoose the root lattie A2 in
E2. Its Voronoi ells V are hexagons entered at lattie points, its Delone
ells are two types of triangles Da, Db entered at two dierent translation
lasses of vertex points of V . These ells are shown in the top part of Fig. 2.
V‖
Da⊥
CBA
C B A
x⊥
x‖
Db⊥
Fig. 2. The root lattie A2. Its Voronoi ells V (q) are hexagons entered at
lattie points q (full squares), its Delone ells Da, Db form two translation
orbits of triangles entered at verties of V (open and full irles). They
are shown in the top part. The three retangular klotz ells A,B,C shown
in the middle and bottom part arise from a deomposition E2 = E‖ + E⊥.
The tiling T has the tiles A‖, B‖, C‖. Its window onsists of two projetions
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Da⊥, D
b
⊥ entered at verties of V . The size of the window is indiated on the
left-hand side by a perpendiular bar. The parallel projetions V‖ of Voronoi
ells (heavy lines) at lattie points q bound triples A∪B∪C from below and
C ∪B ∪A from above. On parallel line setions they produe the V -lusters
as (A‖B‖C‖) or (C‖B‖A‖). Both form domains of denition for quasiperiodi
funtions f ompatible with the tiling. Conseutive V -lusters are linked by
tiles A‖ or C‖. A subdivision of the klotz ells A,B is marked in the middle
part by dashed lines. It yields an inversion-symmetri idential subtiling of
the two lusters.
Two dual tilings arise from a xed deomposition E2 = E‖ + E⊥: In T the
windows are projetions Da⊥, D
b
⊥ of Delone ells, in T ∗ they are projetions
V⊥ of Voronoi ells. We hoose T sine it is in analogy to the projetion of
the Penrose tiling in setion 4. Three klotz ells A,B,C are shown at the
bottom of Fig. 2. Their projetions form the tiles A‖, B‖, C‖. The parallel
projetions V‖ of Voronoi ells entered at lattie points yield one type of
V -lusters as the strings (A‖B‖C‖) or (C‖B‖A‖). Both form domains of
denition F(T , A2) for quasiperiodi funtions f ompatible with the tiling.
Conseutive V -lusters are linked by the tiles A‖ or C‖. The klotz ells (A,B)
may again be subdivided by dashed lines as indiated in the middle part of
Fig. 2. This subdivision provides a subtiling of both V -lusters whih is
symmetri under loal inversion.
4 Deagonal V -lusters in the Penrose-Robinson
tiling from the lattie A4.
We rst summarize the onstrution of the deagon overing due to Gummelt
[6℄. It uses the Penrose tiling T with rhombus edge length s and Robinson
deomposition together with the deated tiling Tτ−1 with edge length τ−1s
again with Robinson deomposition. Selet in Tτ−1 all the vertex ongura-
tions king and mark in eah one a enter point, Fig. 3. From the empire
of king it an be shown that a deagon of edge length s is fored around
the enter point, with a unique subdivision alled the artwheel [4℄. It is
shown by Gummelt [6℄ that these artwheel deagons yield a overing whih
is equivalent to the Penrose tiling.
We employ the deation sequene of tilings Tτ → T → Tτ−1 , ompare also
[16℄, to redesribe the deagons aording to Fig.3. We start with a thik
rhombus in the rst tiling. On it we mark a point with a full square. The
rst deation yields in T the vertex onguration jak. The next deation
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yields in Tτ−1 the vertex onguration king. This king in Robinson subdi-
vision enfores the artwheel deagon of edge length s. The marked point is
maintained in the three steps. It follows from this sequene of deations that
the deagon enters are xed at the marked points on all the thik rhombus
tiles of Tτ .
Turn to the method of windows and projetion. We follow [2℄ and projet
the Penrose tiling of type T from the root lattie A4. The embedding spae
E4 for this lattie splits into two 2D spaes E‖, E⊥ of 5fold symmetry. There
are four Delone ells whose perpendiular projetions up to inversion form
a small and a large pentagon. Their enters form four translation orbits
of Voronoi verties. The Voronoi verties are alled the deep and shallow
holes [5℄ in the lattie Λ. We denote representatives of the two shapes of
Delone ells by Da, Db and their projetions by Da⊥, D
b
⊥. Their enters are
shallow and deep holes respetively. Together with their mirror images they
form the windows for the Penrose tiling. The klotz ells are formed from
10 pairs of dual 2D boundaries whih represent dierent translation orbits.
Similar as in the Fibonai projetion it an be shown that these 10 klotz
ells form a fundamental domain under A4. The Penrose tiles are rhombi
projetions P of 2D boundaries from the Voronoi ell. Their duals P ∗ are
aute and obtuse triangles, projetions of 2D boundaries from the Delone
ells. A vertex onguration of Penrose tiles is oded by an overlap of the
dual oding triangles inside a Delone window [2℄. In the notation of [2℄, the
vertex ongurations 1 − 3 are oded in the small pentagon Da⊥, the vertex
ongurations 5− 8 in the large pentagon Db⊥. Turn then to the projetions
V‖ and to the V -lusters.
5 Prop. The (linked) V -lusters of the Penrose-Robinson tiling are deago-
nal projetions V‖ to position spae of edge length s. Two deagons form a
fundamental domain F(T , A4).
The projetion is in shape equal to the window V⊥ of the dual triangle tiling,
see setion 5. For the Penrose tiling, a fundamental domain F(T , A4) a-
ording to Def. 2 should ontain 10 thik and 10 thin rhombus tiles. A single
deagonal V‖-luster of edge length s an over 5 thik and 5 thin rhombus
tiles. Therefore not one, but two deagonal V‖-lusters, rotated by an angle
2pi/10 to one another, are required to form F(T , A4). Both orientations o-
ur in the deagon overing and from Fig. 4 are related to the orientations
of thik rhombus tiles from (Tτ , A4).
We wish to loate the enters of these deagons by the projetion method.
This an be done with the help of seleted vertex ongurations as follows: In
the oding of the vertex ongurations inside the small and large pentagons
Da⊥, D
b
⊥, we look for vertex ongurations from oding triangles whih share
a single vertex of Da⊥ or D
b
⊥. Dualization of boundaries [13℄ implies that the
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tiles of suh a vertex onguration must belong to a single Voronoi ell. This
ondition holds true for the vertex onguration 2, the jak oded in Da⊥,
and for vertex onguration 6, the king oded in Db⊥. Any king in the tiling
fores a jak with the same projeted lattie point q‖, and so we an restrit
the analysis to jaks.
Fig. 3. The Penrose tiling (T , A4), its ination by τ : (Tτ , A4) and its deation
by τ−1: (Tτ−1 , A4). At a projeted point q‖ (full square) from the lattie A4,
a thik rhombus tile of (Tτ , A4) (dotted lines) onverts rst into a jak of
(T , A4) (full lines) and then into a king of (Tτ−1 , A4) (dashed lines). The
empire of the king in Robinson deomposition fores the artwheel deagon
(-.- line) of Conway and Gummelt. The deagons are V -lusters, two of them
form a fundamental domain for funtions f ompatible with the Penrose
tiling.
We have then arrived from the V -lusters in the projetion method at the
deagons of Gummelt [6℄ with the following qualiations:
6 Prop.
(i) The V -lusters V‖ of the Penrose tiling of edge length s, loated at pro-
jeted lattie points q‖ in the vertex ongurations jak, oinide with the
deagons of Gummelt [6℄.
(ii) Two deagons of edge length s form a fundamental domain F(T , A4) for
funtions f ompatible with the Penrose tiling of the same edge length , not
with any of its inations or deations.
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(iii) The deagon edges around projeted lattie points q‖ on jaks, Fig. 4,
do not always appear as part of the rhombus tiling. The dierent deagonal
domains of the overing beome idential with the artwheel upon subdivision
by deation to (Tτ−1 , A4).
(iv) The deagon enters are xed to projeted lattie points q‖ on the thik
rhombus tiles of the inated tiling (Tτ , A4). Their windows are, up to per-
pendiular shifts from the rhombus vertex to the lattie point, the aute
triangles inside the Delone windows for this tiling.
Fig. 4. Part of a Penrose tiling. Projeted lattie points q‖ are marked by full
squares. They are enters of deagonal V -lusters and artwheel deagons at
jak vertex ongurations, ompare Fig. 3. These points are also loated on
the thik rhombus tiles (dotted lines) of the inated Penrose tiling.
The links between V -lusters are learly related to the sharing of (parallel
projeted) dual boundaries. The window tehnique allows to haraterize the
linkage and the relative frequenies and to ompare with [6℄.
5 Pentagonal D-lusters in the triangle tiling
from the lattie A4.
The triangle tiling [2℄ is the dual tiling T ∗ from the lattie A4. The Voronoi
and Delone ells are the same as for the Penrose tiling, but the projetions
interhange their role. Its window is a deagon V⊥. Its tiles are an aute and
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an obtuse golden triangle, oded in E⊥ by Penrose rhombus tiles. There are
9 vertex ongurations.
Fig. 5. Part of a triangle tiling (T ∗, A4). The small and large pentagons
(heavy edge lines) mark the linked Delone Da‖ , D
b
‖-lusters whih over the
tiling by triangles (weak edge lines if not edge of a pentagon). The four
grey pentagons together form a fundamental domain of denition F(T ∗, A4)
for funtions ompatible with the triangle tiling. They omprise the two
triangles eah in 10 orientations.
7 Prop. The Da‖ , D
b
‖-lusters of the triangle tiling are two types of linked
pentagons. Together with their mirror images they form a fundamental do-
main F(T ∗, A4) for the triangle tiling. These Delone lusters form a overing
of the triangle tiling.
Proof: To determine ongurations of triangles belonging to D-lusters we
selet odings for vertex ongurations by Penrose tiles in the deagon whih
share a single (shallow or deep hole) vertex of the Voronoi ell. It turns out
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that, in the enumeration of [2℄, the verties 4, 5, 6, 7 produe small pentago-
nal Da‖-lusters and the vertex 2 produes large D
b
‖-lusters. These two types
of pentagons are linked and yield a overing of the triangle pattern as shown
in Fig. 5. The windows for the two pentagons an be found from the om-
bination of vertex windows as shown in Fig. 6. Projetions of shallow and
deep holes are marked as full and white irles. More details of the Delone
windows are given in appendix A. The proof of the overing property from
the projetion and window method is given in appendix B. ✷
The triangle tiling is applied to deagonal AlCuCo in [15℄. The impliations
of linked pentagonal D-lusters in terms of shared dual boundaries should
be studied.
a
b
Fig. 6. The windows w(Da), w(Db) for the small and large pentagonal D-
lusters in the triangle tiling are two regions marked (a, b) in the deagonal
window V⊥ ∈ E⊥ modulo 5fold rotations. For details of the onstrution
ompare appendix A.
6 V - and D-lusters in iosahedral tilings.
The three iosahedral modules P, F, I an be projeted from the P, F, I en-
tered hyperubi lattie in E6. All known iosahedral tilings are related
to the anonial ones based on duality. From the analysis of the anonial
iosahedral tilings [10, 14℄ for the P, F latties one an immediately draw the
following onlusion on the shape of the V - and D-lusters in position spae:
P lattie: The Voronoi and Delone ells of the hyperubi lattie oinide
in shape and so do their projetions. The tiles are the well-known thik
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and thin rhombohedra of edge length ©5 . Both the windows V⊥ and the
D-lusters D‖ are the triaontahedra of Kepler with edge length ©5 . From
the translation orbits [12℄ one an explore their relation to the fundamental
domain F(T ∗, P ).
F lattie: The lattie F has three dierent translation orbits of Delone ells
denoted as Da, Db, Dc. In the tiling (T ∗, F ), the window V⊥ is again the
triaontahedron of Kepler of edge length ©5 . The tiles are six tetrahedra
projeted from 3-boundaries of the Delone ells. The vertex ongurations
were studied in [14℄. This tiling is used for modelling atomi positions of
AlPdMn and is losely related to the approah of Katz and Gratias [8, 9℄.
From the present analysis we get three Delone lusters Da‖ , D
b
‖, D
c
‖. Two of
them are iosahedra with the edge lengths©2 , τ©2 , where ©2= 2√
τ+2
©5 , one is
a dodeahedron of edge length ©2 , see Fig. 7. The windows for these Delone
D-lusters and their relation to the fundamental domain F(T ∗, F ) must be
analyzed.
In the dual tiling (T , F ), the three Delone windows are Da⊥, Db⊥, Dc⊥. The
tiles are two rhombohedra and four pyramids projeted from 3-boundaries
of the Voronoi domains. The Voronoi lusters V‖ are Kepler triaontahedra
related to the fundamental domain F(T , F ).
c
a
b
Fig. 7. Shemati view of the three Delone D-lusters for the iosahedral
tiling (T ∗, F ): The three Delone Da, Db, Dc-lusters are a dodeahedron and
two iosahedra.
Struture questions to be studied are the fundamental domain and overing
property, the linkage of V,D-lusters in relation to the modules and shared
dual boundaries, their loal point symmetry, and atomi positions on them.
In all ases the tehnique of windows for the tilings, the tiles and vertex
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ongurations, and for atomi positions is available. It allows to implement
the projet of D- and V -lusters and overings in the struture theory and
in the physis of iosahedral quasirystals.
7 Summary and outlook.
The overing projet analyzed here for dual tilings from lattie embedding
has the following features:
(1) Fundamental domains: The analysis depends ruially on the notion Def.
2 of a fundamental domain for funtions on the position spae E‖ ompatible
with the tiling.
(2) Clusters: The lusters should be related to the fundamental domain for
funtions ompatible with the tiling. This relation is given for Voronoi or
Delone lusters in the 2D Penrose and triangle tilings and must be explored
for the dual 3D iosahedral tilings.
(3) Center positions and their windows: The enter positions are assumed to
be for Voronoi lusters the parallel projeted lattie point positions, for De-
lone lusters the parallel projeted hole positions (verties of Voronoi ells)
whose perpendiular projetions fall into the window(s) of the tiling. This
property is veried for the 1D Fibonai and A2 -based tiling and for the
dual 2D Penrose and triangle tilings. In all these ases the positions and
windows for the enters of the lusters are expliitly determined.
(4) Cluster reognition and linkage in the tilings: In the Fibonai, the A2-
based and triangle tiling the lusters appear as olletions of full tiles. Their
possibly alternative ompositions from these tiles and their linkage and over-
laps an be unied by appropriate subdivision with or (in ase of the A2-based
tiling) without the use of deation. For the Penrose rhombus tiling one needs
one level of deation plus the Robinson subdivision to reognize the deagon
lusters and to analyze their overlaps and linkage.
(5) Covering property: For Voronoi and Delone lusters in 1D tilings with the
assumption (3) on their enters, the overing property an be veried in an
elementary way. For the dual 2D tilings the overing property an be shown
from the expliit projetion and window tehnique (example in appendix B).
(6) Iosahedral lusters: For the dual 3D iosahedral tilings the Voronoi and
Delone lusters are known. The window tehnique is more involved but avail-
able. It must be implemented to relate them to fundamental domains (2),
to nd the luster enters and their windows aording to (3), to study the
overing property (5), and to nd the linkage of lusters.
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Appendix A: Windows for the pentagonal ov-
ering.
We present an independent analysis of the windows for the enters of pen-
tagonal Delone lusters in the tiling (T ∗, A4) of setion 5, using the geometry
of [2℄. The aute and obtuse triangle tiles t1, t2 of this tiling in E‖ have as
windows w(t1), w(t2) in E⊥ the dual thik and thin Penrose rhombus tiles
appearing within the deagonal Voronoi window V⊥. Vertex ongurations in
the tiling are oded in this window by intersetions of the rhombus windows.
For the omplete list of verties and windows we refer to [2℄. In Fig. 8 we
show the olletion of those tiles and their windows whih together determine
the windows for the Delone lusters Da‖ , D
b
‖.
E⊥ E‖
w(Db) Db‖
w(Da) Da‖
Fig. 8 The windows for the Delone D-lusters of the pentagonal overing of
setion setion 5 modulo the point group D10. The small pentagon D
a
‖ ∈ E‖
(top, right) is formed from 1 aute triangle t1 and 2 obtuse triangles t2. The
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windows for these tiles are 1 thik and 2 thin rhombus tiles w(t1), w(t2) in
the deagonal window V⊥ ∈ E⊥ (top, left). Their intersetion is the window
w(Da) for a vertex position of the small Delone luster (grey). The large
pentagon Db‖ ∈ E‖ (bottom, right) is formed by 4 aute triangles t1 and
3 obtuse triangles t2. The windows are 4 thik and 3 thin rhombus tiles
in the deagonal window (bottom, left). 3 thik and 2 thin rhombus tiles
(light grey) interset in half of the window w(Db) (grey) whih odes the
lower vertex position of the large Delone luster. The remaining aute and
obtuse triangle at the upper vertex of the pentagon (right) are fored by the
remaining thin and thik rhombus windows shown in the deagon (light grey,
left). A reetion in a vertial line both in E‖ and E⊥ yields a seond version
of the luster Db‖ and the seond half of the window w(D
b) shown in Fig. 6.
Appendix B: Covering from projetion and win-
dows.
Given a tiling T and a set of lusters with their enter positions, the overing
property requires that all parts of any tile from the tiling be overed by at
least one of the lusters.
For the deagon overing of the Penrose tiling (T , A4) the overing property
was shown by Gummelt [6℄. It was shown in setion 4 that the V -lusters
for the Penrose tiling oinide with the deagons of Gummelt. The overing
property holds by this oinidene. In what follows we give a onstrutive
proof from projetions and windows for the overing property of the triangle
tiling by pentagonal Delone lusters. A similar onstrutive proof applies for
the Penrose tiling. W
8 Prop. The pentagonal Delone lusters Da‖ , D
b
‖ with the enter positions
desribed in setion 5 form a overing of the triangle tiling (T ∗, A4).
Proof: The tiles of this tiling are aute or obtuse golden triangles t1, t2,
ompare Figs. 5, 8 and 9. Their dual windows have the thik and thin
Penrose rhombus shape w(t1), w(t2) and are loated in the deagonal Voronoi
window V⊥. On eah rhombus we mark its shallow hole vertex by a full
irle. For a xed orientation of t1, t2, eah window w(t1), w(t2) appears in
the deagon in three shifted positions. These three positions are shown in
Fig. 9.
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E⊥ E‖
t2
t1
Fig. 9. The aute and obtuse triangle t1, t2 (right) of the triangle tiling
(T , A4) ∈ E‖. Their windows w(t1), w(t2) in E⊥ (left) for xed orientations
are dual thik and thin Penrose rhombus tiles in the deagon V⊥. The shallow
hole vertex is marked on eah rhombus window by a full irle. Eah rhombus
window w(ti) appears in three shifted positions.
For all other orientations under the ation of the point group D10 in E‖, the
windows transform under the orresponding ation of D10 but now in E⊥ [2℄.
For example under a rotation of the tiles by 2pi/5 their windows must be
rotated by 4pi/5.
Consider next the Delone lusters Da‖ , D
b
‖ of setion 5 with their omposition
out of 3 and 7 triangle tiles respetively. In appendix A Fig.7 we give for
both lusters with xed orientation the olletion of the 3 and 7 rhombus
windows w(t1), w(t2) within V⊥. A omparison of the left-hand sides of Figs.
7 and 8 for E⊥ shows: Any single rhombus window w(ti) for a single triangle
tile ti in the 3 possible shifted positions of Fig. 8 an be brought modulo D10
into oinidene with at least one rhombus window w(tj) from the olletion
for Da‖ or D
b
‖ given in Fig. 7. In E‖ this implies that for any triangle tile
ti ∈ (T , A4) one an onstrut at least one Delone luster Da‖ or Db‖ that
overs this tile. ✷
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